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District to Develop Capital Improvement Plan
Over the past several years, Cove School District has made significant efforts to
improve facilities with the most apparent being the new cafeteria building. Obviously the district does not need experts to tell it that certain facilities are in need of
improvement. However, with limited funds managed by a fiscally conservative community the development of an improvement plan must be more scientific in its development. Toward that end, last year the district applied for and received four technical assistance program grants from the state and recently awarded contracts related to those grants. All said, the district is planning for the future with the best
data available and without additional cost to the local property taxpayer.
Holmes Structures of Portland has been awarded a $25,000 contract to complete a
seismic assessment of all district buildings. Determining the survivability and potential dangers for the buildings related to potential earthquakes is an important aspect
in development of the capital needs for the district. Along with the seismic assessments, Design West Architects of Meridian, Idaho, has been awarded two additional
contracts. First is an $18,900 facilities assessment contract. This work entails a
full assessment of all buildings’ structural and related mechanical components which
provides information necessary for prioritizing future capital spending. Finally, Design West also was awarded a contract to facilitate long-range capital planning.
With upcoming input from the community combined with the results from the assessments, the long range plan will provide a roadmap for the future facilities in the
District.
It is intended that these assessments and the long range plan can be developed over
the next few months with completion soon after the opening of our new cafeteria
slated for March 30. A cafeteria able to seat more than two grades at a time will
have a significant impact upon instructional time and was clearly the most immediately necessary project impacting instruction. Before taking any major future steps to
improve facilities, the district will complete detailed assessments which not only
provide critical decision-making information for the Board and community, they open
doors to state funding for potential improvements. ~ Earl Pettit
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District Business
Board Accepts Clean Audit
While not a surprise to all close to the operation of Cove
School, the Fiscal Year 2019 Audit results reflect one of
the most efficient and accountable districts in Oregon.
Management of several million dollars in revenues and expenditures, dozens of personnel records, and student count
data without significant error is no small feat and takes tremendous organizational skill for the administration and effective involvement and oversight of the Board. Of course
the administrator core to the management of funds is the
District Business Manager, Amie Breshears. Amie’s day-today attention to all district business matters allows the instructional staff and leadership to focus on providing an exceptional educational experience for the students. Continued careful management of resources will play a major role
in providing the breadth and depth of educational opportunities Cove School has become known for. ~ Earl Pettit

Board to Train:
Prepares for Negotiations
In the upcoming months, the School Board will be
negotiating contracts with both the teacher and
support staff unions. In preparation, the Board
will participate in training concerning the process
and best practices for negotiations on December
11. Having a clear understanding of the process
and various legal implications are critical to ensuring a smooth and productive labor negotiation. As
with all board meetings, this training will be open
to the public and is scheduled for 7PM on December 11. This is a training and no district-specific
business will be discussed nor any actions taken. ~
Earl Pettit

SuperView: Schools are NOT Businesses
Recently I re-read a book penned years ago and it got me thinking. The book entitled Schools Cannot
Do It Alone concludes that America’s teachers and administrators are ready and able to meet the challenges of our time, but they cannot do it alone. I had last read this book during my move to Oregon a
decade ago. A small part of the content is dedicated to schools comparison to business - a comparison I
have always found flawed and invalid by its very nature.
How often have you heard people say, “If we ran a business the way we operate schools, it wouldn’t be in business very
long”? For this newsletter's column I thought I would address the fallacy of using a business model for schools. Over
the past decades we have heard the rhetoric:
• Public schools are archaic, were designed for the industrial age, and are out of step with the needs of a “knowledge
society.”
• That education is too inefficient and not productive enough, that schools need to focus on “quality improvement” and
“zero defects.”
• We’re told that teachers resist change, that they’re protected by tenure, and that schools are a bureaucratic monopoly.
Today, many superintendents are even calling themselves CEOs and parents are being called customers. This rhetoric
doesn’t sit well because it distorts the mission of education.
First, when people say run schools like a business, they don’t say what kind of business. After all, coal mines aren’t run
like restaurants. Second, most businesses fail. Do we really want schools that are constantly failing? How is that good
for kids? Third, you’ve all heard the Papa John’s tagline “Better Ingredients, Better Pizza.” Well, as Jamie Vollmer
has pointed out, schools can’t control their ingredients. They educate all children with the resources they are given by
the community. Lastly, businesses are not democratic institutions. Schools must be democratic if we want parents and
taxpayers to have input into how schools are run. And schools must model democracy if we want children to be prepared to function in a democratic society. So instead of comparing schools to businesses, we should be talking about
schools as essential infrastructure, like fire and police protection, roads and bridges, and our electoral process. Bashing public education has become a blood sport—a dangerous game in which sensational headlines publicize half-truths,
statistics are used out of context, and test results are reported in the worst possible light. Your school staff is up to
the challenges of our time - are you?
Author of the book Schools Cannot Do It Alone, Jamie Vollmer's Core beliefs:
1.Public education is a miracle: one of humankind’s most important social inventions, and one of America’s most precious
resources.
2.Public education made our democracy possible and powered our ascent to global preeminence.
3.No expenditure of tax dollars yields as high a return as our investment in public schools.
4.Public schools are essential community institutions that strengthen local culture - they are the sole institutions able
to both enrich individual lives and make good on America’s promise to create the one from the many.
5.Public schools do not belong to the government nor were they intended to be accountable to the government. They
belong to and must be accountable to the people in the communities they serve.
6.Public education is under siege. Its defenders are engaged in a great struggle for the future of public education,
which is tantamount to fighting for the future of America as conceived by our Founders. ~ Earl Pettit
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School Happenings
Cove FFA & Agriculture CTE
Indianapolis: FFA National Convention
Members of the Cove FFA traveled to the National FFA Convention and Expo from October 29th-November 5th with
our friends from Union FFA. We kicked off our trip by touring the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, where students got
to “kiss the bricks” of the famous track and physically see the history of motor-car innovation dating to the 1920’s.
We then spent several days in downtown Indianapolis at the convention center and Lucas Oil Stadium where the convention and expo was held. Our members got to see motivational speakers, national FFA award winners, and tour the
convention expo and career show.
During the convention we also took the opportunity to tour Lincoln Technical College, Fair Oaks Farms, Cummins Diesel
Test Factory, and Crossbred Genetics Boar Stud. Lincoln-Tech showed our students what it was like to attend a trade
school and gave details of each of the 16 month programs including welding, mechanics, auto body, and construction.
Fair oaks farms is a large cooperative of commercial farms and our students got to witness what a production pig and
dairy farm looks like inside and out. Fair oaks is also a leader in sustainable agriculture-collecting all of the natural
gasses from animal waste and using it as fuel in their semi-trucks. The Cummins Test Factory showed students what
tests go into making a new engine, and we learned that many ideas and engine designs never make it out of their test
factory because they cannot withstand one or more of the rigorous durability tests. The final tour while in Indianapolis was at Crossbred Genetics Boar Stud- a show pig farm that selects the highest quality genetics in the nation, then
sells and ships boar semen all over the nation.
On the last day of convention four of Cove’s graduates were recognized in the final session. Ezekiel Elmer, Karley
Witten, Lorissa Johnson, and Scottie Loree received the highest degree awarded in the FFA - the American Degree.
To be eligible for the American Degree students have to have been awarded a state degree, have taken three years
of agricultural courses in high school, have maintained FFA records that correspond with an SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project, have earned $10,000 or productively invested $7,500 through their SAE, and complete a
minimum of 50 hours of community service.
Following the conclusion of the convention we made a trek to Kentucky by way of Ohio. We tested Cincinnati Pizza, and
concluded it was of high quality. We then meandered to Lexington, where we toured the Kentucky Horse Park and Buffalo Trace Distillery while taking in the sites and tasting local food. On our final day we took a fast track history class
on the Kentucky River on the “Bourbon Boat” and saw what Kentuckians claim to be the grave site of Daniel Boone apparently Missouri also claims his final resting place. Following our boat ride we went to Louisville to see Churchill
Downs-the famous horse race track that annually hosts the Kentucky Derby, and rounded out the trip with a factory
tour of Louisville Slugger baseball bat factory before returning to Indianapolis to make our way home. ~ Mr. Kelley

“We’re tired of taking pictures!”
Left to right: Riley Lindsey, Braden Dickenson, Maggie Frisch,
Ezekiel Elmer, Kailee Mansveld, Mykiah Overton, Haiden Wiggins
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Scottie Loree, Karley Witten,
Ezekiel Elmer, and Lorissa
Johnson pose with their newly
awarded American FFA Degrees
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Elementary Classroom News
Mr. Gustavson’s 6th Grade
The second quarter is fun because I love seeing what
kids choose to read. I’ve found that when kids get to
choose what they read, they relate to their books more
genuinely, and consequently, they read a ton more than if
I were assigning them specific chapters each night. Our
focus in class is on developing thoughtful opinions backed
by eloquent explanations. If you know a 6th grader,
don’t just ask them what they are reading, ask them
what they think about what they are reading. How do
they connect with a character from their book? What
makes the book exciting? How does the author use language well? Then, after they have answered, ask them
“Why?” Every opinion should be easily linked to proof
directly from their book, so don’t let them go without a
proper explanation! ~ Mr. Gustavson
3rd Grade Pumpkin Seeds and Kids learn about old
time jazz from the Bad Penny Pleasuremakers

Mrs. Thomas’ 4th Grade
Fourth grade has been working hard trying to save
the turkeys. Farmer Brown has 56 pens and 34 turkeys in
each pen, some of the turkeys got away but he has
21 turkeys left, how many turkeys got away?
Solve the equation using 3 different multiplication
strategies: Partial Product Model, Partial Product,
and Regrouping. . . . . . Yikes!
We have also been writing a most convincing letter to
Farmer Mac Nugget, persuading him that he should not eat
turkey on Thanksgiving. And because we’ve been working
so hard and need a good laugh we have been reading:

Mrs. Tucker’s 5th Grade
The 5th grade has had a lot of fun this quarter exploring a variety of subjects. Students wrote very creative
and entertaining personal narratives, explored food
webs and the transfer of energy in science, completed a
refresher on multiplication and long division, learned
about Ancient Native Americans, and completed many
small reading projects. One of the highlights of November was the opening of “Cafe del Tucker” where our
room was transformed into a cozy cafe. At Cafe del
Tucker students were able to sample and “taste” a variety of award winning books as well as some delicious
treats made by Chef del Tucker. Students were able to
select their top 3 books to submit as requests for their
next book report. It was a lot of fun and we look forward to Chef del Tucker’s next visit. We are excited to
end the second quarter strong with play practice in full
swing. We hope that you can all join us for the night
that the Toys! come alive! ~ Mrs. Tucker

Hope this generates some discussion around your table.
Happy Holidays from the 4th grade. ~ Mrs. Thomas

5th Grade Café del Tucker

6th Grade Reading

Mrs. Langford: 3rd Grade

6th Grade: Outdoor School & Camp Hancock
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Third graders have been busy working hard in the classroom! We are finishing up multiplication and moving on to
division in math. We have also just finished up our first
novel study, "Thanksgiving on Thursday", in reading. Also,
third grade is excited to jump back into writing and social
studies in December! ~ Mrs. Langford
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Primary Classroom News
Mrs. Noble’s 1st Grade
First graders are learning to use the number line to
add and subtract. Time and fractions, as well as, a
timeline to look at history. We have been reading,
researching and writing about adaptations of organisms to help them survive. ~ Mrs. Noble

Mrs. Wright’s Kindergarten
Kindergartners have been happily learning, learning, learning...and having fun! Besides reading, writing and math, we
have been learning about being a bucket filler—a secret to
being happy. We learned that everyone has an invisible bucket
that holds all their happy thoughts and feelings. You fill your
bucket when you learn to do new things and remember to say
thank you. You can also fill your bucket by filling someone
else’s bucket with a kind word, a smile, or being a good friend.
Kindergarten Friends filled their buckets with a special
Thanksgiving Friendship Feast on November 27th. Everyone
brought some food to share with their friends and we all
feasted together. (www.bucketbillers101.com) ~ Mrs. Wright

First Graders Enjoying the Snow

Mrs. Williams’ 2nd Grade
"Oh no! Not one of these again!" cried one of the second graders as she came into the classroom from recess. "These are hard!" My hands flew up to my face
in mock horror as I exclaimed, "Yikes! Did you forget
to put on your positive pants this morning?" We both
giggled and she joined the group already assembling
around the mysterious package in the center of our
meeting area. It is in these moments that I know my
relationship with these kiddos matters. It matters A
LOT! If we can laugh together and still take our work
seriously, wrestling with challenges and growing in our
knowledge, we can accomplish great things. These
past few months have been a time of growth in our
classroom. Second graders have been exploring double-digit addition, measurement and time during
math. They have been researching and becoming experts about animals during writing. In reading they
are learning how to determine the importance of a
text as well as understand how characters change
over time. Art has been a happy place for them where
they have continued to play with the 5 elements of
shape and explore color mixing with tinting and shading. I am looking forward to continuing to learn and
grow with these amazing people! ~ Mrs. Williams

Kindergarten: Rafter of Turkeys!

The Bad Penny Pleasuremakers visited Cove all the
way from New Orleans. Kids got to listen and learn
about old time jazz. We discussed history,
inspiration, hard work, dreams and how to breath
new life into classic, historic songs. ~ Mr. Gustavson
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Cove High School 2019-20 Basketball Schedule
Day

Date

Opponent

Place

Time

Teams

Thu
Fri
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Fri
Sat
Fri
Sat
Sat
Fri
Sat
Fri
Sat

12/04
12/06
12/07
12/12
12/14
12/19
12/20
12/21
01/03
01/04
01/11
01/17
01/18
01/24
01/25

Cascade HS
Union Lions Tourn.
Union Lions Tourn.
Wallowa
Pilot Rock
Union Xmas Tourn.
Union Xmas Tourn.
Union Xmas Tourn.
La Grande JV
Adrian
Powder Valley
Nixyaawii
Adrian
Imbler
Wallowa

Cove
Union
Union
Walllowa
Cove
Union
Union
Union
Cove
Adrian
Powder
Nixyaawii
Cove
Imbler
Cove

4:00
TBA
TBA
3:00
1:00
TBA
TBA
TBA
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
1:00

Varsity Teams
Varsity Teams
Varsity Teams
All Teams
All Teams
Varsity Girls & Boys
Varsity Girls & Boys
Varsity Girls & Boys
All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
JV Boys/Both Vars.

Fri
Sat
Tue
Fri
Sat
Fri
Sat
Thu
Fri
Sat

01/31
02/01
02/04
02/07
02/08
02/14
02/15
02/20
02/21
02/22

Pine Eagle
Powder Valley
Joseph
Elgin
Griswold
Imbler
Pine Eagle
District Tourn.
District Tourn.
District Tourn.

Cove
Cove
Joseph
Cove
Griswold
Cove
Pine Eagle
Baker
Baker
Baker

3:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
TBD
TBD
TBD

All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
All Teams
JV Boys/Both Vars.
All Teams
All Teams
Varsity
Varsity
Varsity

2019-20 Speech and Debate

Dates
December 13-14
January 11-12
February 1-2
April 4
April 23-25

Meet
Grizzly Invite: Ashland
Hap Hingston: Pacific Univ., Forrest Grove
Singletary: Linfield College, McMinnville
District 9 Championships, Pendleton
OSAA State Championships, WOU, Monmouth

2019-20 Robotics

Dates
December 18
January 25
February 16
March 14

Meet
Meet 3: Pendleton
League Meet: Pendleton
Super Qualifier: Portland
State: Hillsboro

GAMES IN COVE:
HS Basketball:
Dec 4,14; Jan 3,18,25,31
Feb 1, 7,14
JH Basketball:
Dec 6-7 (Boys Tournament)
Jan 17, 26; Feb 1,2 (Girls)
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Winter Events:
Dec 10, Christmas Program
Dec 17, School Board Meeting
Dec 19, End of 1st Semester
Jan 6, Classes Resume
Jan 14, Charter Council Meeting
Jan 20, MLK Holiday
Jan 21, School Board Meeting
Feb 17, Presidents’ Day Holiday
Feb 18, School Board Meeting

Congratulations

to the
Union/Cove Cross Country
teams!
Both Girls and Boys are
2019 State Runners-Up

2019-20 Middle School Girls
Basketball Schedule (as of 12/2)

Date

Day

Opponent

Location

Time

01/11

Fri

Enterprise

Enterprise

10am

01/12

Sat

Powder Valley

Powder

10am

01/17

Fri

Elgin

Cove

10am

01/18

Sat

Imbler

Imbler

10am

01/25

Fri

Echo

Echo

10am

01/26

Sat

Wallowa

Cove

10am

02/01

Fri

Pine Eagle--Joseph

Cove

10am

02/02

Sat

Imbler

Cove

10am

02/08

Fri

MS Tourn

TBA

TBA

02/09

Sat

MS Tourn

TBA

TBA

02/22

Fri

Huntington Tourn

Huntington

TBA

02/23

Sat

Huntington Tourn

Huntington

TBA
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Classroom News: Junior/Senior High School
HS Math:

WOW, I can't believe that the year is almost half over. Algebra class has been working on their powers
of persuasion by collecting data & analyzing statistics to try to convince others of their point of view. They did
presentations on favorite ice cream, favorite type of bread, whether people liked waffles, pancakes or french toast
better and many others.
The block classes are coming to an end & I will miss the interesting discussions as well as working with these students
but will be excited to see the Pre-Calculus and Calculus classes start. ~Mrs. Murchison
Anatomy & Physiology: The Anatomy and Physiology class has been busy learning
about our bodies inside and out. I have really enjoyed teaching this class and building a
better understanding of the complexities of our bodies. The class is great for those
who are interested in a future in the medical field or not as it fosters a scientific approach to health and wellness, which all can appreciate from. A few highlights from this
year include:
Dissections: Students have gotten in class, hands on experience with several different
dissections. The picture here shows the students dissecting a pig heart and discovering
the beauty of the heart strings and intricacies of the valves.
Another great highlight from this course was our field trip to Mountain Valley Therapy,
in La Grande. Mountain Valley Therapy was very hospitable and gave the students a
great experience following along with different Therapist and putting our classroom content into action. We took this field trip shortly after completing our study of the skeletal system, joints, and the muscular system. As the students shadowed a Physical Therapist they got to hear some of the same terminology in use -- it was very exciting to see
Wil and Haiden Dissect
the connections and bring the classroom material to life. A big thanks to all at Mountain
Valley Therapy for making this trip possible. ~ Mr. Wiseman

Social Studies:

Here’s a quick rundown of what’s going on in my history courses as of late: the seventh graders
are learning about ancient empires that greatly impacted how our world works today. We studied the Greeks and their
influence, and now we are studying the Roman empire. These two powerful civilizations shaped how we understand many
aspects of today’s society. The seventh graders are understanding, for example, that modern American societal views
on law and politics have been shaped by ancient Greek and Roman concepts.
Eighth graders are in the middle of trying to unravel the events of the American Revolution and the consequences they
brought about. We are examining this exciting time in history and how it has impacted our understanding of what it
means to be an American. How can the Revolution help us in deciphering modern problems? We are working hard to
make these connections.
In Art History, high school students are learning about the history of Rock and Roll. We are looking at the influence of
human events on this genre of music, arguably the first American cultural youth movement. We are understanding that
while art imitates life, life also imitates art.
In History 201 we are studying the events leading up to the American Revolution in great detail. We are looking at
events like the Boston Massacre, the Powder Alarm, the Gaspee incident, British direct taxation, and all the street
action and legal action in protest of perceived British tyranny. When we return from Thanksgiving break we will dive
deep into the war and its aftermath. ~ Mr. Hubbard
Once again the school year is flying by with Christmas just around the corner. The High School social studies classes
are flying through history as well. Our U.S. History class has been studying Teddy Roosevelt and his efforts to reform
industry and government during the Pregressive Era. This included a persuasive essay on the civil rights reform efforts of Booker T. Washington and W.E.B Dubois. In Geography classes, we are knee deep in a unit on Population and
will soon be studying the plight of migrants from war-torn countries, including Sudanese refugees and displaced Syrians. In American Government, students were able to register to vote in class as part of National Voter Registration
Day back in September. I hope this will help them on there way to becoming involved and civic minded citizens of this
great nation. ~ Mr. Gorham

HS English/Drama:

As we approach the end of the semester, there are two projects I feel it is important to
note. One is the collaboration that 3rd period English has with Ms. Tally’s health class. We have spent the last several
weeks focusing on Fever, a novel about Typhoid Mary, and the students are now collaborating in small groups on the
creation of “big books.” These are storybooks with pictures that are designed to retell the story in a modern context
for a younger audience. The health students are teaching how the CDC would respond today vs. health treatment then,
and the English students are deciding which parts of the plot are most important to the story. Drama class has been
focusing on the special topic of dialects. Thus far, the students have learned British, cockney, New York, southern,
Scottish, and will finish up with Russian. It has been challenging and fun! Second semester will launch our new LIT
104/105 course for juniors and seniors to pick up some college credits. Seniors will also have the opportunity to participate in the 2nd Annual Jane Austen Tea and Film Festival coming in March! ~ Dr. Farrell
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High School Principal’s Podium
As December begins we are also finishing the first half of the school year with the end of semester 1
on December 19, just before the Christmas break. It’s a busy time of year but a good reminder to finish the semester strong and complete class work and test preparation needed for success at school and
good grades.
Attendance is also a critical factor in success at school. You may have noticed signs and literature
around the school noting that “Every Day Matters.” As we continue to encourage success at school we
are placing added emphasis on regular school attendance. Our student handbook explains attendance
expectations. Please call if you have questions regarding attendance or other concerns.
One of the cornerstones of Cove School is a focus on the arts. This fall we have had several events that showcase
arts-related opportunities for students. We have had visiting musicians, band and choir concerts performed by our
older students for elementary students, displays of student work from our high school art class and a high school
play. Please see related articles in this issue. ~ Mat Miles

Cove High School Theater
The fall play, Psych, was well-received. It featured Isaac Lee,
Terran Matthews, Elise Farrell, Amein Gallegos, Hannah Alldredge,
and Hayden Taggart. There was even a cameo appearance by Mr.
Hubbard in a pizza head! They all did an excellent job, and the
script was a lot of fun. We had a front page article in The Observer, which was a nice addition to getting the word out. For the cast,
a highlight of the experience was a video call with Lisa Rowe, the
playwright, just before final dress rehearsal! She wished the students well and told them to, “Go big or go home!” If you are looking
for an opportunity to get involved, the spring musical, Once on this
Island, will be auditioning in February and will run April 24, 25, &
26. There are 11 scripted parts available with optional extras.
One role is for a girl from 1st thru 3rd grade while the others will
be for high school students, CHS alumni, and faculty/staff. There
will also be a need for some musicians to make up a small ensemble
with guitar, bass, synthesizer, percussion, and reeds. For more
information or to volunteer, please contact me. ~ Dr. Farrell

JavaDaHutt Robotics Club
Elsie, Connor, Collin, Mr. Dressen, Reese,
and Tanner

Robotics Club
The Robotics Club has given themselves a new name
this year “JavaDaHutt.” Their robot design incorporates mechanome wheels that allow them to program
the bot to move any direction 360 degrees without
rotating. It is very cool. They have had a couple of
scrimmages in Pendleton this year already and are
working their way up to the regional tournament on
January 25th at Pendleton High School. This year’s
mission is to move and stack cubes on a field. It is
done through a 30-second autonomous program and a
two-minute driver control session.

Counselor’s Corner

Collin is coaching Tanner during a match
Cove School Newsletter

Seniors should be well on their way to selecting a college & starting to fill out scholarship applications. Remind them to check their e-mails, I have been sending out a lot of
opportunities as well as information on what they should be doing
now to help prepare themselves.
Winter break is a great time to go explore colleges
but remember that they will not be in session so you
will not get the full experience. Plan to visit after the
middle of January in order to meet with financial aid,
admissions and even sit in on a class.
Ask your senior to go over the packet of materials
from the last advisory, it has a lot of good information to help get them ready for the next steps.
~Lisa Murchison
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A Note From The Music Room
The music room is buzzing with excitement for the upcoming Winter Concert. All morning long the echoes of toys
coming alive on Christmas Eve can be heard throughout the high school building as the elementary students practice
their songs and motions. The fifth grade students will carry the speaking lines to this year’s elementary play, “TOYS,
the Night They Came Alive!”. Each class will have a special role in the play from a Barrel of Monkeys, Puppets off their
Strings, Princesses, to Rag Dolls. There will be tons of fun songs as they all dance the Teddy Bear Tango and Ragdoll
Rock. The Jack in the Box can’t seem to get the right holiday and everyone is worried that the children will wake up to
find the all the toys out of their boxes, but once again Santa arrives to save the special day. The K-12 Winter Program is scheduled for December 10th in the High School Gym at 6:30 PM. Please notice the start time is different
than usual.
The band program received a giant boost this year by a grant from the Wildhorse Foundation to purchase new instruments. The brass sections and saxophone are now unified at the source of sound by matching instruments. We were
also able to purchase additions to the sound by adding a vibraphone and a tuba to the mix. The high school classes are
working to unify their appearance as well with matching vests/ties and blouses. We appreciate the continued support
of the regular sponsors like Cove Booster Club, In Loving Memory of Drew Thomas Noble, Steve McLean D.M.D Dentist, Alyssa D. Slater-Mullarkey Attorney at Law, Robbins Equipment and several anonymous donors. Without such
support, the music program would not be able to make such impactful upgrades and provide priceless travel experiences outside the classroom. ~ Mr. McBride
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Cove High School Auto Plant (Sort Of...)
The High School shop classes are making great progress on our mini Model A. We started with several dead riding lawn
mowers and got enough good parts to make our rolling chassis. B&K donated some donut spare tires that we removed
the center of the wheel from and used the rims and tires. We used the center of the stock lawnmower wheels as hubs
and connected the parts by welding in some pipe spokes.
We made the hood out of a water tank that we found in the recycling bin. The front fenders we built by putting some
1/8" metal through a very old metal roller that was donated to us this year. We bolted the roller to a 400lb table and
planted several students on for more stability, we had one person feeding the metal into the roller and a couple of
others turning the roller with the aid of a 3' cheater bar. After we adjusted the roller to get the desired radius we
put 2 more pieces of metal through and got 2 completely different radius bends. We found that if you feed the metal
in the exact same place at the exact same angle the roller would produce curves that were the same. After we got the
shape that we wanted we welded a 3/8" rod around the outside of the fender and a perfectly crafted transitional
piece on the inside. After the fenders were welded up we found that they warped more than expected and didn't fit
anymore. We tried welding on the opposite side to pull it back but it didn't work. So we got a big hammer and when
that didn't work we got a bigger one. Sometimes when your running out of options that really does work! The headlights were salvaged and saved two years ago for something like this. The front metalwork is done except for a Cove
emblem that will be in an oval shape like the old Ford emblems. The Cove emblem will be placed above the grill and a
fake radiator cap will be placed on top. Here are some pictures that the students helped me attach. ~ Mr. Olmstead

Cove High School’s “Mini Model A” Prototype Unveiled

Football: A Note of Thanks
The 2019 Football season has come to a close and
the athletes are now sweating it out on the basketball court, pool, or wrestling mats. I would
like to send a big shout-out of thanks to all the
parents, friends, and fans that supported the
team this season. We had a very rough season
according to the scoreboards -- but there is
more to the game than just that. We had a very
young team this year-starting many freshmen
and sophomores offensively, defensively, or both!
For many (even some of the seniors and junior),
this year was their first experience playing in a
varsity football game. Due to this they all experienced a lot of personal and team growth. A focus on technique and fundamentals tied together
with playing against high-level opponents (3 of
the top 8 in the state playoffs came from our
district, two of which played in the final fourgame and one which is poised to take the championship) is preparing the athletes for powerful
and successful years to come. Again, thank you
fans for your support through this growing year
and I look forward to the future of Cove Football! ~ Coach Wiseman
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Motorcycle
SRO!

Halloween: Elementary Gnomes

Newsletters Don’t Fold Themselves! Many thanks to FFA,
FBLA, ASB and others for continued support in folding nearly
1000 newsletters per issue
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United States Senate Youth Program Finalist: Haiden Wiggins

The USSYP was created by Senate Resolution 324 in 1962 as stated in supporting Senate testimony from that year, “to
increase young Americans’ understanding of the interrelationship of the three branches of government, the caliber and
responsibilities of federally elected and appointed officials, and the vital importance of democratic decision making not
only for America but for people around the world.” Each year, this extremely competitive merit-based program brings
two high school juniors and seniors from every state, the District of Columbia, and the Department of Defense Education Activity, to Washington, D.C. for an intensive week-long study of the federal government and its leaders. The state
departments of education throughout the country select the students through a rigorous nomination and selection process.
Each student also earns a $10,000 undergraduate college scholarship, with encouragement to continue coursework in history, government and public affairs. The Hearst
Foundations have fully funded and administered the program since inception; no government funds are utilized. Senator James Lankford of Oklahoma will serve as the 2020
USSYP Republican Co-Chair and Senator Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin will serve as the
2020 Democratic Co-Chair. The full USSYP Senate Advisory Committee consists of:
the vice president of the United States and the Senate majority and minority leaders
who annually serve as the program’s Honorary Co-Chairs; two senators, one from each
party, serve as acting Co-Chairs who each have keynote speaking roles, and an eightmember bipartisan senate panel, four senators from each party, who lend their names
in support. The seventeen military officers who serve as elite chaperones and mentors
to the student delegates throughout the week are also competitively selected through
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, representing one of the longest standing
partnerships between a national youth program and the Department of Defense.
Being one of six finalists for the two positions is a tremendous honor for Haiden, her
parents, Cove School, Union County and the whole of Eastern Oregon. The number of
delegates from Eastern Oregon can be counted on one hand for the entirety of the
Haiden Wiggins
program’s five-decade history let alone Cove. The selection is to be announced any day
now and we are all hopeful that the committee recognizes what we already know and
2020 USSYP Oregon Finalist
selects Haiden.
Congratulations Haiden!

